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INTRODUCTION

Cross Asset Technicians publication – track-record: March – September 2022
This document presents a comprehensive review of the track-record of MJT’s Cross Asset
Technicians publication over the last 6 months.
The period has indeed been a challenging one for most asset classes as inflationary pressures
and geopolitical tensions have triggered a relentless rise in nominal and real rates and
subsequently of the US Dollar.
The valuation of Equities, Bonds, other Currencies or Commodities have all had to readjust to
this new norm of increased cost of capital and higher risk premia, and their valuations have
fallen in a synchronized matter (in “Synch to Sink”) leaving little places to hide.
The Cross Asset Technicians publication successfully identified these dynamics early on in the
year and from late March / early April turned outright bearish on both Equities and Bonds,
while continuing to be bullish the US Dollar. The reversals in Commodities were identified has
they gradually topped out.
This document reviews these market calls while presenting our approach and methodology.
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Cross Asset Technicians
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CROSS ASSET TECHNICIANS

Timing markets since 1969
The Cross Asset Technicians is published by Management Joint Trust SA (MJT), an institutional
financial markets advisors founded in 1969 in Geneva Switzerland (www.mjtsa.com).
MJT has been advising banks, treasurers, investment and wealth managers, pension and
endowment funds or Family offices on the direction, timing and price potential of all assets
classes for the last 53 in years.

Since the early 1980s, it started to edit computerized chart analysis, and its first on-line realtime platform, the “Decider” providing standard deviation envelopes and timing oscillators,
was launched in 1984 through the ancestors of the Internet.
Over the last 10 years, MJT has diversified into written publications, was nominated many
times as Finalist in the Technical Analyst Awards and won the Best Specialist Research title in
2018 with a product it then edited in combination with a macro research firm.
The Cross Asset Technicians is MJT’s latest publication format. It offers monthly analysis on all
asset classes using MJT’s traditional methodology, while corroborating it with MJT’s newly
developed AI generated price projections.
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CROSS ASSET TECHNICIANS

Manual Cross Asset Analysis corroborated by Systematic Automated Forecasts

The Cross Asset Technicians combines MJT’s classical Trend, Timing and Targets analysis
with its more than 100 IA generated across all asset classes every months.
The service comprises of 5 monthly articles each with a global systematic review using
our AI generated graphs the first week of every month, an Equity Market review the 2nd
week, a Fixed Income review the 3rd week and a FOREX and Commodities towards the
end of each month. These are accessible through our password protected Premium Blog.
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CROSS ASSET TECHNICIANS

Manual Cross Asset Analysis – 4 articles each month, 2nd, 3rd, 4th week of each month
Equity, Fixed Income, FOREX and Commodities (see our website for the methodology)
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

KEY DRIVERS – SPECIFIC TIMING

DETAILED ANALYSIS
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CROSS ASSET TECHNICIANS

Monthly Systematic Forecasts – during the 1st week of each month
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SYSTEMATIC FORECASTS

RELATIVE ROTATIONAL GRAPHS
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CROSS ASSET TECHNICIANS

Monthly Systematic Forecasts – brief explanation
AUTOMATED MODEL RECOGNITION: MJT has replicated its manual methodology to place models on its

oscillator series in an automatic way. From these oscillator projections, MJT derives price projections
with the additional help of trend and risk/reward metrics. The results of these automated analysis
have been published on a monthly basis as part of the Cross Asset Technicians since August 2021 .

Uptrend model

Downtrend model
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CROSS ASSET TECHNICIANS

Monthly Systematic Forecasts – brief explanation
The Systematic Analysis aims to
apply the models which best
correspond to each oscillator series.
It does so by testing many model
positions and finding the best fits.
It then weighs these according to
trend and risk/reward and repeats
the same process on 20 other assets
in similar dynamic (cross asset
confirmation).
It then integrates all these oscillators
projections into an average one and
converts it into a price projection
using historic volatility.

CROSS ASSET TECHNICIANS

Resulting Projection – early September
The outcome is a price projection using
MJTs envelopes.
S&P500 Index

fully automatic, with Analogs
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-19,0%

Model fit: compares the models to the
history of the oscillators (average from the
88 models which are used): 5-4 is Good, 3
-2 is Fair, 1-0 is Poor
Cross Asset Robustness: compares the
final combined projection to the
projection resulting from the 5 Key Asset
Drivers: 5-4 is Good, 3 -2 is Fair, 1-0 is Poor
Max upside potential over 12 months

Max downside Risk over 12 months
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Prospective Relative Rotational graphs
The process runs our automatic projections
(estimated future price path) on a set of
instruments comparing all instruments vs all
others on a relative basis.
It then computes a prospective relative strength
index for each instrument vs the others over the
next 6 months.
It then prints these relative indexes on to single
graph to compare the relative strength of each
instrument vs the others.
Example: on this prospective graph of US Equity
Factors dated early September, we expect Value
and Defensives to outperform the Nasdaq100
into November. Goldmines could start to stabilize
vs other profiles from October and then
outperform into early next year.
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About this track record exercise
Split up between the 4 main assets classes (Equities, Fixed Income, FOREX and Commodities),
this track record exercise reviews the outcome of the Cross Asset Technicians publications since
March 2022 using all of its usual deliverables as they are regularly featured in the publications:
• Published Manual analysis (chart + comments) on key drivers, as the scenario was updated
from month to month (a selection of 2 to 6 charts over the 6 months period).
• The full succession of month after month Trend/Timing summary analysis for the most
important Key Drivers (Forecasts over 2 months and over 3-6 months) as published, with
the historical timing of the comments positioned on the historical price chart.
• The full succession of month after month automatic projections for Key Drivers as
published in the Systematic Reviews at the beginning of each month, with the historical
timing of these automatic projections positioned on the historical price chart.

• Several Prospective Relative Rotation charts which were particularly pertinent.
Note: please consider that this analysis, which is updated once a month, leaves no chances
for corrections or updates.
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Mid March – early/mid September 2022
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EQUITIES – March to September 202

Executive Summary
Using the inputs from our manual and automatic analysis we have shown strong accuracy and
foresight on Equity markets since mid March:
• From mid March, we had indeed been warning of a substantial correction possibly towards
3’500 on the S&P500, and turned outright bearish the second week of April, projecting a
first drop into May/June, and then, following a Summer bounce, a further one into the Fall.
• Our manual and automatic projections on the S&P500 and EuroStoxx50 followed through
with these projections throughout the period and we currently still expect some downside
risk into mid Q4.
• We were also correct on projecting that the Nasdaq100 was the high beta component and
that Defensive and Value themes should outperform. We also correctly monitored the
countertrend in this relative strength rotation from June into early August.

• We remained bullish the US vs World markets throughout the period, yet did correctly
forecast the relative bounce of China from early Q2 into mid year as well as its subsequent
retracement.
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EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Long term graphs and comments
raising concern over a more
substantial correction with initial
support between 3’900 – 3’500
(March and then July issues).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 17th March 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 17th July 2022

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Bear market confirmed on both
the Weekly and Daily graphs,
with further downside into the
Fall in first instance
(early/mid April issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 13th April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 13th April 2022

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

3rd week of May issue: we were
waiting a couple more weeks to
consider a Summer rebound.
Note: the retest down to mid June
was deeper and slightly longer
than we had expected.

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 18th May 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 18th May 2022

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Calling the June intermediate
bottom using our Daily and
Hourly graphs of the S&P500
(Mid June issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 16th June 2022
Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 16th June 2022

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Confirming the rebound into early
August and towards the 4’080 –
4’330 range (mid July issue).

Holding our bearish scenario as the
rebound pushes up slightly longer
(mid August issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 17th July 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th August 2022

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Considering a low VIX as an
opportunity to protect into late
August (mid August issue).
Confirming the upside reversal
of VIX (mid September issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th August 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th September 2022

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Further acceleration to the
downside called on both
S&P500 and EuroStoxx50 into
November, and starting over
the next couple of weeks (mid
September issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th September 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th September 2022

Next 2M

S&P500 Index

Next 3 -6M

4600
MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by coloured dots
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All correct except for a deeper
and slightly longer downside
retest into mid June. Negative
forecasts over the next 3 to 6
months throughout the period.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our website
(www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022 and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers
summary boxes)

S&P500 Index
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Mostly correct except for the
brisk downside retest into mid
June.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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Fully automatic, based on
1st May 2022 EOD data

Source: MJT

Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)

Automatic Cross Asset rotation graph (Early May 2022):
all assets pretty much followed their projected relative path
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EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Planning for the rebound on the
EuroStoxx50 (mid July issue).
Expecting the EuroStoxx50 to rollover again and accelerate lower
from September (mid August issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 17th July 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th August 2022

Next 2M

EuroStoxx 50 Index

Next 3 -6M

4100
MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by coloured dots
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All correct except for a deeper
and slightly longer downside
retest into mid June. Negative
forecasts over the next 3 to 6
months throughout the period.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our website
(www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022 and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers
summary boxes)

EuroStoxx 50 Index
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Mostly correct. As for the stronger
rebound expected in August, it was
invalidated in early September.
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EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Calling for further weakness for the
Nasdaq100 vs the S&P500 into the
Fall / late this year (mid May issue).
Now expecting further weakness
for the Nasdaq100 vs the S&P500
(mid September issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 18th May 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 14th September 2022

Next 2M

QQQ/SPY ETFs ratio

Next 3 -6M

0,85
MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by coloured dots
0,83

A bit of complacency mid April on
the ratio, but in general negative
forecasts over the next 3 to 6
months throughout the period.
Correctly monitored the early
Summer rebound.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022
and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers summary boxes)
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QQQ/SPY ETFs ratio
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Mostly correct, just off during the
downside retest into late June.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our
website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April 2022 and early September 2022 (fully
automatic analysis based on the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Calling an intermediate top on US
Energy (XLE) vs US Technology (XLK)
(Mid June issue).
A retest up is now expected on the
ratio into the Fall (mid September
issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 16th June 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th September 2022

US Energy (XLE) / SPY ETFs ratio
0,24
0,23

Good anticipation of the
intermediate top in June.

0,22
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our
website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April 2022 and early September 2022 (fully
automatic analysis based on the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
Note: no specific manual Key drivers summary box for US Energy (XLE) vs SPY
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EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Forecasting Defensive strength into the
Fall vs the S&P500 (mid April issue).
Expecting some intermediate
consolidation on US Utilities (XLU) vs US
Technology (XLK).
(Mid June issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 13th April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 16th June 2022

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

Mapping the high-level
consolidation of US Utilities (XLU)
vs the S&P500 (Mid July issue).
Calling for the ratio to resume its
uptrend into mid/late Q4
(mid September issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 17th July 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 14th September 2022

Average XLP, XLV, XLU vs SPY ETFs ratio
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Mid March, we didn’t anticipate the
initial strong move during early April,
yet following that, were pretty much
correct. Our next 3 to 6 months
forecasts were positive on Defensives
throughout the period, which for now
is correct.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our website
(www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022 and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers
summary boxes)
Note: monthly automatic analysis on US Staples (XLP) presented as a proxy on next page

US Staples (XLP) / SPY ETFs ratio
0,2
0,195
0,19
0,185

Spot on for now, especially if
the ratio continues to
accelerate higher into October,
perhaps November.

0,18
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our
website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April 2022 and early September 2022 (fully
automatic analysis based on the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
Note: no specific Key drivers summary box for US Staples (XLP) vs SPY
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What actually happened on a relative basis
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Fully automatic, based on
1st June 2022 EOD data
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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Automatic Cross Asset rotation graph
(Early June 2022): the Nasdaq100 and the Russell2000 did recuperate
much of their losses into August and are now reversing lower vs
Staples or Value. Goldmines really fell through from mid June (these
are now taking more time to recuperate than was initially expected).

EQUITIES – March to September 2022

At some point into late Q2, we were
expecting a brief countertrend, which
was correct (mid April), but generally
positive the US vs World markets into
year end, which is still very much on
track (mid April, mid August issues).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 13th April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review 14th August 2022

Next 2M

SPY ETF vs All Country World Index (ACWI ETF)

Next 3 -6M
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MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by coloured dots
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4,55

A bit off synch into mid May, then pretty
much correct. Throughout the period, the
next 3 to 6 months forecasts were spot-on
with some retracement expected into
early Summer and then new highs into
the Fall, which was all correct.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022
and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers summary boxes)
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Spot on for now throughout
the period.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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EQUITIES – March to September 2022

We were expecting a bounce of the
ratio of China vs Global markets into
early Summer (mid March issue).
We then expected the ratio to resume
its downtrend into late this year (mid
July issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 17th March 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Equity markets review, 17th July 2022

What actually happened on a relative basis
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Fully automatic, based on 1st April 2022 EOD data
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Automatic Cross Asset rotation graph (Early May 2022):
Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)

China outperforms as projected into late June / early July, the US
and Switzerland underperform into mid/late June.

Yields & Fixed Income
Mid March – early/mid September 2022
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FIXED INCOME – March to September 2022

Executive Summary
Using the inputs from our manual and automatic analysis we have followed the uptrends on
yields and credit spreads throughout the period:
• From mid March, we were positive on the US10Y Treasury into the Fall. However, it did take
a break above our bi-monthly corrective resistance to the upside (around 2.4%) in April for
us to acknowledge the strength of this move, and project targets towards the mid 3.0s% into
late Summer (we are still projecting slightly higher highs into the high 3.0s% into mid Q4).
• Shorter term, we were taken by surprise by the spike mid June, but then rightly waited until
early August to call a resume uptrend situation to new highs. For now, it is still underway.
• On the Credit front, we turned medium term bearish during April along with other risk
assets, expecting a first low into mid Q2 (the deep retest down into June did come as a
surprise), a rebound into August, and then a resume downtrend into the Fall. While the ratio
of US High Yield vs Inv. Grade is already resuming lower, the one comparing US Inv. Grade to
Treasuries is taking time to reaccelerate lower. We still believe it should do so into mid Q4.
• Generally, strong projections trend-wise (medium term up for yields and credit spreads
throughout the period), while timing around the June yield spike was more challenging.46

FIXED INCOME – March to September 2022

We had initially expected the US10Y to stall
towards our bi-monthly corrective resistance
to the upside around 2.4% (mid March
issue).
Once it broke above, we then started to
consider our impulsive targets to the upside
in the 3.6 – 4.6% range (3rd week April issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Yields & Fixed Income review, 14th March 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Yields & Fixed Income review, 22nd April 2022

FIXED INCOME – March to September 2022

Identifying the intermediate top (mid
June issue), but already forecasting
further highs into September (mid June
and mid July issues).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Yields & Fixed Income review, 19th June 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Yields & Fixed Income review, 19th July 2022
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Next 3 -6M

US10Y Treasury Yield
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The sheer scope of the subsequent rise
was hard to project back in March, our
timing was also rather approximate until
late May. It then very much improved
and is still on track today. Throughout
the period, the next 3 to 6 months
forecasts were overall bullish into late
Q3 (and now into mid/late Q4).
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our website
(www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022 and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers
summary boxes)
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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A second attempt higher into the Fall was pretty
much expected from April, but our algorithm did
struggle to nail the timing of the mid June
intermediate top.
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FIXED INCOME – March to September 2022

Our issue the 3rd week of April confirmed a
bear market on Credit markets (the ratio of US
Inv. Grade vs Treasuries), with a first drop into
mid Q2 and a further one into late this year.
Our mid August issue then confirmed the
beginning of this second leg down (on US High
Yield vs Inv. Grade).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Yields & Fixed Income review, 22nd April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Yields & Fixed Income review, 18th August 2022

Next 2M

US Investment Grade (LQD) vs Treasuries (IEF)
- INVERTED SCALE (i.e. Credit spread)
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Decent short term timing on each
point since March. The next 3 to 6
months forecasts remained bullish on
Credit Spreads throughout the period.
For now, we are still waiting for a
second acceleration up to make new
highs.
Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022
and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers summary boxes)

US Investment Grade (LQD) vs Treasuries (IEF)
1,135

Although the retest down in June did surprise
our automatic algorithm, the remaining
projections were very accurate. We are now
waiting for the ratio to confirm a further
acceleration lower.
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1,095

1,085
Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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FOREX– March to September 2022

Executive Summary
We were bullish throughout the year on the US Dollar, a trend broadly confirmed by our
automatic projections:
• From the Spring, we started to project dismal targets into the Fall for EUR/USD and
GBP/USD. These have since become a reality. In such strong downtrends, attempting to
time rebounds has proven a bit counterproductive.

• Similarly, from late April, we were expecting upside targets “well above 140” into the Fall on
USD/JPY.
• The reversal up on USD/CNY from early Q2 was identified late April. The timing and price
projections that followed were close to perfect.
• On USD/CHF, we did time the strong intermediate correction early Summer and its resume
uptrend quite decently, while we were negative EUR/CHF, just not enough in terms of
targets. We also correctly anticipated the reversal up of the Dollar vs Commodity currencies
from early Q2.
• Strong downtrend identified and precise timing also on BTC (except from the deep June fallout which did take us a bit by surprise).
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FOREX – March to September 2022

Our issue 3rd week of March was already
projecting targets below parity on EUR/USD
over the next 6 to 12 months.
From our late April issue, we followed with
similar projections on Cable, expecting
targets “well below 1.20” into the Fall.
Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd March 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 28th April 2022

FOREX – March to September 2022

In our issue the 3rd week of June we expected
a slight bounce on Cable into early Summer,
yet then further downside into the Fall into
the 1.15 – 1.06 range.
In our 3rd week of July issue, we expected a
short bounce on EUR/USD into early/mid
August, and then a drop into he Fall and the
0.99 - 0.96 range.
Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd June 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 22nd July 2022

EUR/USD

Next 2M

1,12

Next 3 -6M

MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by coloured dots
1,1

1,08
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1,04

1,02

1

Missed the early July sell-off,
otherwise fairly decent short
term timing. The forecasts
over 3 to 6 months were
consistently negative from
late April, which for now
remains correct.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022
and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers summary boxes)

EUR/USD
1,12

Our automated projections were too
ambitious on the scope of the rebounds in
June and August. These were however
invalidated respectively in
early July and
early September.

1,1
1,08
1,06
1,04
1,02
1
Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)

FULLY AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS:
Calculation dates shown by coloured dots
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FOREX – March to September 2022

Positive into year-end, yet with limited scope
(123) in first instance (3rd week of March issue).

From our late April issue, we then switched to
more aggressive targets “well above 140” into
the Fall.

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd March 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 28th April 2022

FOREX – March to September 2022

Decent timing in our issue from the 3rd
week of June, expecting a consolidation
into late July.
And then a strong resume uptrend to the
mid 140s (3rd week of August issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd June 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd August 2022

USD/JPY

Next 2M

145

Next 3 -6M

MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by
coloured dots
140

135

130

Decent short term timing
from late July onwards. Our
forecasts 3 to 6 months out
were however positive with
aggressive targets from late
April and throughout the
period.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the premium blog of our website
(www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022 and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers
summary boxes)

USD/JPY
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FULLY AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS:
Calculation dates shown by coloured dots
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on the
EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)

Strong projection several months out, but the
shorter term timing did suffer from this linear
and aggressive uptrend.
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FOREX– March to September 2022

Calling for a reversal up into the Fall,
perhaps year-end on USD/CNY in our late
April issue.
Projecting levels above 7.0 in our issue
late May.

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 28th April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 28th May 2022

FOREX – March to September 2022

Confirming the bullish scenario on
USD/CNY in our issue 3rd week of July.
Projecting a re-acceleration of the
uptrend in our issue 3rd week of August.

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 22nd July 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd August 2022

USD/CNY

Next 2M

7,1

Next 3 -6M

MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by colored dots

7

6,9

6,8

6,7

6,6

Perfect short term timing
from late May. Bullish 3 to 6
months projection throughout
the period.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022
and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers summary boxes)

USD/CNY
7,1

7
6,9

Impressive timing for a fully
automated system.

6,8
6,7
6,6
6,5
Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)

FULLY AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS:
Calculation dates shown by coloured dots
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FOREX – March to September 2022

Expecting some consolidation and then
further upside on USD/CHF in our issue
3rd week of June.
Resume uptrend confirmed in our issue
3rd week of August for USD/CHF.
Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd June 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd August 2022

FOREX – March to September 2022

Targets below parity on EUR/CHF into
early next year in our issue 3rd week of
June (a bit of an understatement)
Further downside into the Fall in our
issue 3rd week of July, and towards 0.97
(still an understatement)

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd June 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 22nd July 2022

FOREX – March to September 2022

Following a weak start to the year, our
issue 3rd week of June sees USD/BRL
resuming its uptrend.
Our issue 3rd week of August sees
USD/ZAR accelerating higher into the Fall.

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd June 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
FOREX review, 23rd August 2022

BitCoin
52000

47000

Our automated projections were
taken back-footed by the sell-off
during June. Otherwise a very decent
set of projections.

42000
37000
32000
27000
22000
Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Executive Summary
We expected Commodities to gradually top out from this Spring, a reversal confirmed by both
our manual and automatic projections:
• In early/mid March, we correctly identified that the risk/reward to the upside on Oil was
deteriorating and that an initial intermediate top was imminent. Following the retest up in
June, we then confirmed further retracement into August. Although we then expected one
last attempt to retest up into early/mid Q4 (which hasn’t materialized), in recent months we
have been consistently calling for a strong reversal down into early next year.
• On Gold and precious metals, from late April, we correctly identified that the retest up
towards the August 2020 highs in March was a false attempt to break out and that Gold
could drop to below 1’800, perhaps below 1’700 into the Fall. Recently, we have been
targeting levels in the mid 1’600s into October.
• From late April, we also confirmed an important top on Copper and Diversified Mining
stocks. We are still expecting new lows into October in first instance.

• From early/mid March, we were also expecting an important intermediate top on Wheat
from late Spring / early Summer and confirmed the reversal in early July.
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COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Forecasting an initial early Q2 top, and
then an extension into the Summer, before
a correction into year-end (early/mid
March issue).
An intermediate top was expected on the
Daily graph followed by some retracement
into April (early/mid March issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodites review, 10th March 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodites review, 10th March 2022

COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Forecasting some retracement, initially into
and during August (early July issue).
Expecting a rebound from early September,
which did fail to materialize (late August
issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodites review, 4th July 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodites review, 27th August 2022

Next 2M

Brent Oil

Next 3 -6M
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MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by colored dots
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Accurate timing into late May, yet
then expecting a retest up which
hasn’t materialized. Forecasting a
deeper retracement into year-end
though on our 3 to 6 months forecast,
from early July.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between 13 March 2022
and 20 September 2022 (manual analysis – Key Drivers summary boxes)

Brent Oil
135
130
125

Spot-on projections into September. Yet the rebound
expected into late October is still failing to
materialize.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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FULLY AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS:
Calculation dates shown by coloured dots
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What actually happened on a relative basis
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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IEF

Bund in USD

HYG

Gold

Reuters Commodities

Automatic Cross Asset rotation graph
(Early June 2022): Commodities underperform from June into
August, while the S&P500 (SPY ETF) and the All Country World
Index (ACWI ETF) on the other hand outperform into August. The
short retest down early/mid June did come as a surprise though.

COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Calling the Bull trap on the failed breakout of
Gold in March, expecting retracement
towards the 1’830 – 1’685 range into late
Summer (late April issue).
Also expecting a resume downtrend situation
into late Summer / the Fall on Goldmines
(GDX), towards 30 initially (late April issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 29th April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 29th April 2022

COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Confirming the reversal down on Silver
and further downside into the Summer
(late April issue).
Further downside, possibly into September
on Gold with targets potentially between
1’765 and 1’677 (late May issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 29th April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 28th May 2022

COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Identifying the intermediate bounce between
mid July and early August on Gold and then
further downside into the Fall (early July
issue).
A further low probably expected towards
early Q4, support around 1’670, beware of a
break below these levels (late August issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 4th July 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 27th August
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Next 2M

Next 3 -6M
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MANUAL ANALYSIS:
Publication dates shown by colored dots

2050

On our 3 to 6 months forecasts,
turning negative from late April and
towards the Fall. Our shorter term 2
months forecast really turning
negative from early July.
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published
on the premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com)
between 13 March 2022 and 20 September 2022 (manual
analysis – Key Drivers summary boxes)
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Source: Back-issues of the Cross Asset Technicians published on the
premium blog of our website (www.mjtsa.com) between early April
2022 and early September 2022 (fully automatic analysis based on
the EOD data on the first or second trading day of each month)
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Projections showing month by month acurate timing
throughout the period.
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COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Calling the top on Copper (late April issue).

Similarly calling the top on the XME
Diversified Mining ETF (late April issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 29th April 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 29th April 2022

COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Confirming more downside on Copper into
late Summer / the Fall (early July issue).
Calling for further downside and new lows on
Industrial Metals into October (late August
issue).
Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 4th July 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 27th August 2022

COMMODITIES – March to September 2022

Awaiting a late Spring / early Summer
intermediate top and some retracement into
year-end on Wheat (early/mid March issue).
Favoring further downside on Wheat into the
Summer, perhaps the Fall (early July issue).

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 10th March 2022

Cross Asset Technicians,
Commodities review, 4th July 2022
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SUMMARY

To compile this track record, we have had to choose among the circa 500 manual commented
charts as well as a similar number of automatic projections, which were published over the last
6 months.
We decided to focus on Key Market Drivers in each asset class and did lay out the succession of
our forecasts on these, month after month. We also included some relevant graphs on other
assets, especially when we felt it was clear that we had anticipated a precise timing point or a
medium term trend correctly.
Our main outcomes are that we turned outright bearish on equities early April (3’500 initial
targets into the Fall), did maintain a long bias on yields and the US Dollar throughout the
period, while expecting Commodities to gradually top out.
We believe these projections have been on average very solid, with strong precision as to the
quality of their timing while showing foresight 3 to 6 months out.

We remain at your disposal for any further information on this track record (email: jfo@mjt.ch)
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Disclaimer
Management Joint Trust SA is an editor of on-line financial graphics platforms as well as an independent research
company. The information and graphics in this presentation are being provided for general market commentary
and education purposes.
This presentation does not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any
investment or to engage in any other transaction. Any reference to a transaction, trade, position, holding,
security, market, or level is purely meant to educate readers about our methodology as well as possible risks and
opportunities in the marketplace and are not meant to imply that any person or entity should take any action
whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light of their own situation either on their own or through a
professional advisor.
If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such decisions, they should seek professional
advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade. This
information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we
believe the information contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through
independent sources. Trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves risk and can result in the
immediate and substantial loss of the capital invested.
Every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment decisions
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